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Reflecting on wet pavements 

Assignment notes 

For this assignment, I have chosen to revisit exercise 4.3, dealing with ambient 

artificial light, because it has the most scope for creativity. Exercise 4.2 is 

essentially static, multiple images of the same scene at the mercy of the weather 

on a given day. Exercise 4.4, studio light, perhaps gives more scope for 

experimentation but. With everything under the photographer’s control, misses 

out on the opportunity for serendipity. 

Although I was pleased with my original response to exercise 4.3, I feel it lacks 

the creativity envisaged by this assignment, so I have started ab initio. The 

prints presented result from a walk through Maidstone on a showery evening 

after sunset. All images were made with a 24-70mm f/2.8 standard zoom on a 

Pentax K-1. Metering was in aperture-priority mode with a -1EV adjustment. 

Sensitivity was ISO12800. Images were shot in RAW format and post-

processing was done in Lightroom. This workflow handled the wide dynamic 

range remarkably well; the images had strong shadows and highlights with few 

important mid-tones, so it was possible to both open the shadows and recover 

the highlights without a mid-tone lack of contrast becoming apparent. 

When shooting in artificial light at night, there are two basic approaches: use 

the light sources as subject, per Shintaro or Zachmann (see blog entries) or as a 

source of illumination, as seen in the London images of Rut Blees Luxemburg. 

Brassaï did a bit of both, and in monochrome, in his Paris by Night series. 

Maidstone’s lighting tends towards the utilitarian, so I chose to follow 

Luxemburg’s route of night-time intimate cityscapes, such as her series 

Piccadilly’s and Liebeslied (Campany 1999). In both cases we see images that rely 
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on reflections in puddles or wet surfaces. Her colours are intense, which I 

suspect is due to the use of daylight-balanced film and embracing the true 

colours of the lighting. (The brain is ‘wired’ to view daylight as white or 

neutral). Working in Lightroom, I set the white balance of all images to 

‘daylight’ (5500K). The final images have vibrance set to about +20 but no 

adjustments to saturation. This gives me the sort of colour palette that I am 

looking for. 

Although I had Luxemburg’s images in mind, I set out with the intention of 

photographing anything that took my fancy and which could be shoe-horned 

into the ‘beauty of artificial light’ category. The full set of 318 images includes 

general views, reflections in puddles, reflections in damp pavings, reflections in 

cars with water drops, shadows of various things on walls and pavings, shop 

window displays, bare light sources and streetlights engulfed in foliage. I 

believe this demonstrates experimentation and invention. On reviewing the 

images, I found that a significant minority (100) were of reflections in pavings, 

so that is the set that I have concentrated on, and it is these 100 images that 

feature in the contact sheets submitted with this assignment. Although 

influenced by Luxemburg, I believe that concentrating on details that most 

people would walk past (or over) without noticing represents imagination. I 

will not comment on ‘personal voice’ because I am not yet entirely sure what 

the phrase means. 

My shortlist of 24 images was arrived at by selecting landscape-format images 

that work at a 3:2 crop ratio (for consistency and best fit on the paper) and by 

looking for the best-coloured images. I found that scenes lit by white or neutral 

sources were very monochromatic and boring. The final selection of 8 images 

was made on purely subjective grounds: laying them out on the carpet, 

eliminating the weakest and allowing the fittest to survive. 
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I am pleased with the final selection. Four images have a predominantly gold 

tone and four have blues, reds and purples. There is a variety of textures, some 

colour-washes and some almost-readable signage. 

Learning blog references 

My coursework exercises are described in my blog postings 

[https://chasbedfordocablog.wordpress.com] under the menu heading 

‘Coursework/Part four’. 

Specifically, my entries relating to Exercise 4.5 can be found at these URLs: 

https://chasbedfordocablog.wordpress.com/2016/10/07/exercise-4-5-

googling-a-tree/ 

https://chasbedfordocablog.wordpress.com/2016/10/12/exercise-4-5-some-

ideas/ 

https://chasbedfordocablog.wordpress.com/2016/10/12/exercise-4-5-bury-

my-heart-at-wounded-tree/ 

https://chasbedfordocablog.wordpress.com/2016/10/12/exercise-4-5-leaves-

in-the-foreground/ 

My full set of contacts (318 images) can be found at 

https://chasbedfordocablog.wordpress.com/2016/10/17/assignment-4-

whittling-them-down 
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